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ABSTRACT 
Let A = (A,, A,) be a pair of Hermitian operators in @” and A = A, + iA,. We 
investigate certain differential properties of the numerical range map nA: r H 
(( A,r, x), (A,x, x)) with the aim of better understanding the nature of the 
numerical range W(A) of A. For example, the joint eigenvalues of A correspond to 
the stationary points of n* (i.e. points where the derivative nk vanishes). Moreover, 
points x where rank ni( x) = 2 get mapped by nA into the interior W(A)” of W(A). 
For n = 2, it turns out that if A, and A, have no common invariant subspace, then 
the image under n* of the set Z I( A) consisting of those points x with rank n’J x) = 1 
is precisely the boundary aW( A) of W(A), and the image under n* of the rank 2 
points for nk is precisely W( A)” ; there are no rank 0 points for ni. As a consequence 
(for n = 2) we have that A, A, = A, A, iff 8,(A) it n,‘(JW( A)). 0 1997 Else- 
vier Science Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C” be the standard n-dimensional unitary space equipped with its 
usual inner product ( . , - > and norm ]/-II, where n > 1 is an interger. The 
space of all linear operators of @” into itself is denoted by _Y(@“). Associated 
with each element A EP(C”) are the Rayleigh quotient x ++ (Ax, x>/ 
(x, x), for x # 0, and its range W(A), which is known as the numerical 
range of A. Since the quotient ( Ax, x>/( x, r> is invariant if x is replaced 
by (Y x ((Y # O), it is clear that W(A) is also given by 
W(A) = {(Ax, x): x E S(F)}, 
where S(C”) = {x E @” : [lxll = l}. Both the Rayleigh quotient and the 
numerical range of A have been extensively studied (see, e.g., [4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 
131) as they relate to certain important properties of the operator A. For 
example: 
(Pl) A stationary value of the Rayleigh quotient exists iff A and its 
adjoint A* have an eigenvector in common. Moreover, all the eigenvectors of 
A occur in this way iff all eigenvectors of A are also eigenvectors of A*, 
which is equivalent to A being normal, i.e. AA* = A*A (see 113, Section 
111.181). 
(P2) The set W(A) is always compact and convex in C. Thus, its 
boundary d W( A) can have at most countably many points at which it is not 
differentiable. Any nondifferentiable points A E 6’W( A) are necessarily 
eigenvalues of A [4, Theorem 11. 
In this paper we take a different approach. As is well known, there exists a 
uniquely determined pair A = (A,, A,) of Hermitian operators in T(C”> 
such that A = A, + iA,. Let (u, u) E [w” X R” = R2” be identified with 
u + iw E @“, and S(rW2”> be the unit sphere of (w’“. Then the Rayleigh 
quotient of A, restricted to S(@“), can be identified (see Section 2) with the 
numerical range map n* : S(Rzn> + R2 associated with the pair A, where 
n*((u,o)) = (( A,(u + iu), u + iu),( A,(u + iu), u + iv)), 
(u,v) E S(R2”). 
Hence, the numerical range W(A) can also be obtained as the range of nd. 
Our aim is to study certain differential properties of the map nA. More 
precisely, since n, is a map from S(rW2n> into Iw2, its dmiuatiue at a point 
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(u; u) E S(rW2n), considered as a linear map from the (2n - l)-dimensional 
tangent space at (u, u) into Iw ‘, may have rank 0, rank 1, or rank 2. This 
partitions the domain S(lw2”) of n.,, into three pairwise disjoint sets &,(A), 
I%,(A), and &(A), respectively. As it turns out, the stationary points of n* are 
exactly the joint eigenvectors of A, and A, (which are obviously also the 
joint eigenvectors of the operator A = A, + iA, and its adjoint A*). More- 
over, all points (.u, o> E Z,(A) are mapped into the interior of W(A), and 
the points of z,(A) turn out to be intimately connected with aW( A). 
Our motivation for this approach is as follows. Given a collection of d 
Hermitian operators in @“, say A,, . . . , A,, the Weyl calculus for the d-tuple 
A = (A,,..., Ad) is an _.Y(Q=“)-valued distribution which represents a partic- 
ular rule allowing the construction of certain functions of the matrices 
A 1, . . . , A,. For 5 = (&i, . . . , 
again Hermitian and hence 
&> E lRd, the operator (&,A) = Cf= 1 $Aj is 
IJe i(*,A)JJ = 1. Let 9(rWd) denote the Schwartz 
space of @-valued, rapidly decreasing functions on IWd. More precisely then, 
the Weyl calculus for A (see [2, 12, 14) is the _P(C”)-valued distribution 
T(A) defined by 
T(A)f = (24 -” /nde’(5.h)f7 6) dc, f=qJJ”); 
here f^ denotes the Fourier transform of f. By virtue of a formula due to E. 
Nelson (1121; see also [7]) it is possible to write the distribution T(A) as a 
certain matrix-valued differential operator applied to the measure p 0 n,’ 
defined in Iw d, where /.L is the uniform probability measure on S(d=“) and 
nA:r++((A,x,x),...,(Ad x, x)), for x E S(@“>, is the numerical range 
map. Accordingly, it is to be expected (and hoped) that information about 
differential properties of nA will lead to a better understanding about analytic 
properties of the Weyl functional calculus for systems of matrices. The 
present note makes an initial step in this direction. The importance of 
differential properties of nA is already apparent from classical matrix theory 
in the case d = 2. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let A = (A,, A,) be a pair of Hermitian operators in _%a=“>, and set 
A=A,+iA,.Foreachk=1,2,..., letJk:IWkXIWk+Ck bethebijec- 
tion Jk(u, u) = u + iv. The Cartesian product IWk x IWk is identified with 
IW2k in the obvious way. By N,, we denote the map 
(u,~) *J;‘(( A(u + iu), u + iv)), u,o E R”, 
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from R” XR"=Rzn into (w2. Note that, because A,, A, are Hermitian, 
both (A,x, x) and ( A,x, x> are real numbers for every x E Q=“. Hence, 
N.&w) = (( A,(u + iv), u + iu),( A,(u + iu),u + iv)), U,U E aB”. 
The derivative NL(p, 9) of NA at the point (p, 9) E Iw2” is the usual linear 
map from the Euclidean space Iw2” into 58’ defined in the sense of standard 
multivariable calculus; i.e., it is specified by the condition 
lim N*(p+kq+k) _NA(P?9) -NA(p79)(h,k) o 
= . 
uz, k)+O ll(k k)lt 
LEMMA 1. Let p, 9 E [w ” and x = p + i9 E C”. Then the derivative 
Ni(p, 9): R2” + R2 ofN* at (p, 9) c R2” is given by 
@,k) e N;(p79)(h,k) 
=J;‘((Ax,h+ik)+(A(h+ik),x)) 
= 2(Re((A,p, h) + (A,9, k)) + Im((A,p, k) - (A,q, h)), 
Re(( A, p, h) + (A,9, k)) + Im(( A, p, k) - (49, h)). 
Proof. We have N,(p, 9) = (( A,x, x), ( A,x, x)). Since 
( Aj( p + iq), p + is) = (Alp, p> + (Aj939) + 21m(AjpT9)’ 
for j E { 1,2}, the result follows by differentiating with respect to p and 9. m 
By restricting N*: R2” + R2 to the unit sphere S(rW2n) = {x E 
(w’” : C$ r xf = I] we obtain the numerical range map nA associated with 
the pair A = (A,, A,); cf. Section 1. Hence, nA : S(R2”) + [w’ is a smooth 
map from the (2n - I)-dimensional C” manifold FS(LJ!~~) into (w2. Its deriva- 
tive n’,(u) at a point u E S(rW2n> is therefore a linear map from the tangent 
space T,,S(R2”) of S(rW2n) at u into Iw2. Moreover, TuS(lR2”) is the orthogo- 
nal complement {u)” of span(u) in (w2”. So, if u = (p, 9) with p, 9 E Iw”, 
then the linear map n;(u) is the restriction of the linear map NA( p, 9) : 
lR2” + R” to {(p,9)lL. In particular, given u E S(rW2”), the linear map 
n;(u) has rank 0, rank 1, or rank 2. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let u E S(R2”). 
(a) The point u is called a stationary point or rank 0 critical point of nA 
if n’,(u) = 0. The set of all stationary points of nA is denoted by Z,(A). 
(b) The point u is called a rank 1 critical point of nA if n’,(u) has rank 1; 
the set consisting of all such points is denoted by Z,,(A). 
(c) We call u a regular point of nA if n’,(u) has rank 2. The set of all 
regular points of nA is denoted by E:,(A). 
We can now formulate the result coresponding to (Pl) in terms of the 
map nA. A point A = (A,, A,) E [w2 is called a joint eigenvalue of A if there 
exists x E S(Cn), called a joint eigenvector corresponding to A, such that 
A,x = h,x and A,x = A,x. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A = (A,, A,) be a pair of Hermitian operators in 
C”, and A = A, + iA,. Then a vector x = p + iq in S(C”) = S(lw2”) is a 
joint eigenvector of A iff ( p, q) is a stationary point of nA. The correspond- 
ing joint eigenvalue is nAC p, q). 
Proof. If (p, q) is a stationary point of nA, then Lemma 1 implies 
(Ax,h+ik)+(A(h+ik),x)=O (1) 
for all (h, k) E {(p, q)}l . Let (h, k) E {(p, q)}’ and u = h + ik. From 
Equation (1) and its conjugate we have 
(Ax,v) + (A*x,u) = 0 and (A*x,u) + (Ax,o) = 0. (2) 
Adding the equations in (2) gives Re( A,x, v) = 0. Since 
((p,q)}l={(h,k):Re(x,h+ik)=O}, 
it follows that A,x E I,,({( p, 4))“) = span(x). Hence, A,r = A,x for some 
A, E [w, that is, x = p + iq is an eigenvector of A, with eigenvalue A,. A 
similar argument applies to show that x is also an eigenvector of A, and 
hence, x is a joint eigenvector of A = (A,, A,). It is routine to check that 
(A,, A,) = nA(p, q). 
Conversely, if x = p + iq E S(@“) is an eigenvector of A,, then (2) 
holds for all (h, k) E {(p, q)}l with o = h + ik, as does (1). So, if x is a 
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joint eigenvector of A, then (1) holds for the Hermitian matrix A, also, and 
( p, 4) is a stationary point of nA. n 
So the image of the rank 0 points in S(rWzn> under the numerical range 
map n* identifies a rather important subset of W(A) [of j;‘(W( A)), to be 
precise], namely, the joint eigenvalues of A = (A,, A,). This suggests that a 
closer look at the differential structure of nA might Iead to the identification 
of other natural subsets of W(A). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A = (A,, A,) b e a p air of Hermitian operators in 
Cc” and A = A, + iA,. Suppose that x = p + iq, with p, q E R”, is a point 
of S(Cn> such that the derivative n)A(p, q) at (p, q) has rank 2. Then 
(II 0 n,)(p, q) = ( Ax, x) belongs to the interior W( A>0 of the numerical 
range W(A). 
Proof. Let U be an open subset of [W2”-1, and let CJX U -+ S(lwzfl) be a 
diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood p(U) of ( p, q). Let w be the 
element of the open set U such that q(w) = ( p, q>. Then nA 0 q: U + R2 is 
a smooth map for which the derivative (nA 0 p>‘(w) of nA 0 q at w has rank 
2. Let F = (n, 0 C+J> - nA( p, q). By the implicit function theorem, there 
exists an open set W E [Wzn-l and a diffeomorphism h: W + U onto an 
open neighborhood V of w such that (FohXyl, yz,..., Y~~__~) = (yl, y2) 
for all y E W. It fohows that (nA 0 (p)(V) is an open subset of Iw2 contained 
in the set n,(S(R2)) = J,l(W(A)), that is, (Ii 0 n,X p, q) = (Ax, x) is an 
interior point of W(A). 
We remark that the conclusion is also a consequence of the immersion 
theorem, [l, Theorem 3.5.71, which is perhaps not as well known as the 
implicit function theorem. n 
As a simple consequence of Proposition 2 we have the following result. 
Recall that the boundary dK of a subset K of [w2 = C is the set i? n K”, 
where the bar indicates closure. The spectrum of A E_Y(C:“) is denoted by 
o(A). For the standard basis vectors in C” and Iw2” we use the notation ej 
(j = l,... , n) and Zj (j = 1,. . . ,2n) respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A = (A,, A,) b e a p air of Hermitian operators in 
C”, and A = A, + iA,. Every element of Jl’(JW(A) n (+(A)) is a joint 
eigenvalue of A. 
Proof. Let A = a + ib be an element of JW( A) f~ c(A), where 
a, b E R, and (p, q) E S(R”‘) satisfy A(p + iq) = Mp + iq). Then 
nA< p, q> = (a, b) and r&C p, q) h as rank at most 1, by Proposition 2. 
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Choose a unitary operator U EL?(@“> such that Ue, = p + iq. Set R = 
JR’ 0 U 0 Jn. Then (n* 0 RX;,) = (a, b) and (n, 0 R)‘(G,) has rank at most 1. 
Note that n_,, 0 R, which has domain S(rW”‘), is the numerical range map 
associated with the pair (U*AIU, U*A2U). Moreover, e, is an eigenvector of 
U*AU with eigenvalue h. Hence, it suffices to assume that p = (1, 0, . . . ,O>” 
(where t denotes transpose) and 9 = 0, both being in R”, for then p + iq = 
e, is a joint eigenvector of the pair (U*ArU, U *A2U) and so Ue, is a joint 
eigenvector of A. 
Let Aj = Sj + i?;, j E {1,2), where each Sj is real symmetric and each 
q is real skew-symmetric. Then Ae, = he,, together with the fact that Sj 
and ?; (j = 1,2) have real entries, implies that 
(Sl - T2)e1 = a1 and (S, + T,)e, = be,. (3) 
The tangent space to S(W’“> at Zr is spanned by {e’,, . . . , &,,}. By Lemma 1 
the matrix of n’,(Z,) with respect to this basis for the tangent space and the 
standard basis of R2 is the 2 X (2n - 1) matrix (with real entries) 
Q = 2 Wd 
[ 
CQd 
(PS2e1)” 1 v24’ ’ 
where P : R” + R”- ’ is the projection onto the last n - 1 coordinates, and 
the elements Sje, and qe, (of C”) are considered as points of R”, since all 
entries are real. The matrix Q is assumed to have rank at most 1, and so the 
two vectors 
are linearly dependent in R2”- ‘. From (3) we have 
( PS, - PT,)e, = 0 and ( PS, + PT,)e, = 0. (5) 
The linear dependence of (4) and the equations (5) are satisfied only if 
PS,e, = PS,e, = PT,e, = PT,e, = 0, that is, only if e, is an eigenvector of 
S,, S,, T,, T2. Then e, is also an eigenvector of Aj = Sj + i?; for j E (1,2). 
Because A, and A, are Hermitian, Z’rer = 0 = Z’,e,. Hence, e, is a joint 
eigenvector of A. n 
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REMARK 1. 
(I) Note that by (PZ), Proposition 3 applies in particular to all points 
A E d W( A) at which the boundary is not a differentiable arc. 
(II) In the spirit of this paper, our proof of Proposition 3 is based on 
differential properties of the map nA (i.e. on Lemma 1 and Proposition 2). It 
should be noted that Proposition 3 also follows, via different methods, from a 
result of R. Kippenhahn (cf. comments at the top of p. 201 in [S]) which 
states that if A E aW( A) (7 a(A), th en A is unitarily reducible, that is, 
there exists a unitary matrix U such that 
U*AU = ;: ; . 
[ 1 
Then 
,-,*A*U = % 0 
[ 1 0 B*’ 
In the notation of the proof of Proposition 3, it follows that f = Ue, # 0 
satisfies Af = hf and A*f = x_f, which implies that 
/i+Ji A-A 
A,f=- 2 f=af and A,f=Tf=bf. 
So, (a, b) is a joint eigenvalue of A. 
It may be of interest to note that the result of Kippenhahn used above 
follows from an earlier theorem in his paper [8, Theorem 121 which states 
that if A is not unitarily reducible, then (T(A) G W( Ay . Noting that always 
a( A) G W( A), we can deduce Kippenhahn’s theorem directly from Proposi- 
tion 3 above, since the existence of a joint eigenvalue of A easily implies that 
A = A, + iA, is unitarily reducible. 
Proposition 2 suggests that the boundary d W( A) may be the image under 
11’ nA of the points in S(W2n> where ni has rank 1; it is easy to produce 
examples where this fails. The problem, in general, is that a point of W(A) 
can be the image (under Ji 0 n,) of distinct points from S(rW2n) at which na 
has difirent ranks. This occurs, for example, when there are A-invariant 
subspaces and we have a decomposition A = B @ C. The simplest such 
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A-invariant subspace is the joint eigenspace corresponding to a joint eigen- 
value of A. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
and B, = 0 1 
[ 1 1 0; 
these are Hermitian operators in C2 with no joint invariant subspace. The 
numerical range W(B) of B = B, + iB, is the closed unit disc Q in @. Let 
0 0 
Al = 0 B, 1 1 
considered as Hermitian operators in C3 = 6 $ C2. Then the numerical 
range W(A) of A = A, + iA, is the convex hull in R2 of (0 + Zi} U D, and 
the numerical range map n* of A is given by 
?4(P>9) = (Pi + 92” - Pi - 9327 2( Pf + 9; + Pz P3 + 9293))> 
(p, 9) E S(R3 x R3). 
nA can be found by direct computation. For every The critical points of 
(P, 9) E S(R3 X R3>, 
{(p, 9)}’ 
one takes a basis {u,, . . ..u.} of TCp 4)S(R6) = 
and computes the dimension of rrL( p, 9XIu,, . . . , h,)), where 
n1A(p, 9) is the Jacobi matrix of n, at (p, 91, i.e. 
0 
44(PT9) 2P2 -2p3 
0 
292 -292 = 4P, 3 PZ 49, 93 92 1 - 
This yields that {(au,bu> :u E S(R3), q = 0, (a,b) E S(R x R)) c Z,,(A). 
In particular, 
U= 
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is a rank 1 critical point of n*, and n,(u) = (0, 1) E j[‘(W( A)“ >. However, 
(0, 1) is also the image under nA of the regular point 
I[ &/2 0 1 Ii II ;z ' 0, _r 0 2 
Perhaps more surprising is that, as the following examples show, such 
points may even occur in the absence of A-invariant subspaces. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the Hermitian operators 
on C3. This pair A = (A,, A,) has no joint eigenvalues and therefore no joint 
invariant subspace. The numerical range W(A) of A = A, + iA, is the 
ellipse (A E C : 2(Re A>’ + (Im A>’ < l}, and the numerical range map rr.,, is 
given by 
(p,q) E S(R3 x R3). 
A direct calculation shows that Z,(A) consists of the two sets S, = 
{(av, bv): 2, E S(uF), 02” = 2U,V,, (a, b) E S(rW x R)} and S, = ((a~, bv): u 
E S(W3>, o1 = --z)~, (a, b) E S(Iw X R)}. All other points u E S(rW6> belong 
to C,(A). Now, the image of S, under nnA is precisely the boundary of 
J;‘(W(A)), h w ereas n,(S,) = {(O,O>}. But the point (O,O> E [w2 is also the 
image under nA of the regular point 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
I and A, = I 
0 i/2 0 
-i/2 0 i/2 
0 -i/2 0 
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Again, this pair A = (A,, A,) of Hermitian operators on c3 has no joint 
eigenvalues and so no joint invariant subspace. The numerical range W(A) is 
the convex hull in Iw2 of the curve 
{(t&v) E [w2: 
-4Jizuu2 + 13u2u2 + 4u4 - 7&l - lo&la 
- 16u2 + 2 + 18~’ + 32v4 = 0) 
(see also 18, Example 6.31). The numerical range map nA is given by 
n~( P, 9) = (fi( Pi + 932)t 92( P, - Pa) - ?‘2.(91 - 93))~ 
(p, 9) E S(R3 X R”>. 
Direct calculations yield that u E S(rW6) is a rank 1 critical point of nA iff u 
belongs to one of the sets S, = ((0, w) E S(Iw3 X R3): o3 = w3 = 0) or 
S,={(U,w)ES((W3XIW3):ul=uz=wl=w2=O}or 
s, = 
for some xj E lF! (j = 1,2,3), 
In particular, the point 
J;zP 0 
u= 
i[ I[11 > 0 ;,2 0 
belongs to x:,(A). However, n,(w) = (a/2,0), a point in the interior of 
J;'(W( A)), is also the image under nA of the regular point 
i) = &2 ) ; 
I[ IN . a/2 0 
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In each of these examples, the image under nA of all the critical points 
coincides with a certain algebraic curve C(A) (using the notation of [5]) 
together with any parts of J;‘( aW( A)) which do not already belong to 
C(A). The importance of the curves C(A) in determining the numerical 
range of a given operator A = A, + iA, was first observed by R. Kippenhahn 
[B, Theorem lo] and, independently, by F. D. Murnaghan [II]. They showed 
that W(A) coincides with the convex hull (in rW2> of the curve C(A) and then 
studied C(A) for further information on A (see also [S]). Since other 
examples exhibit the same phenomena, this suggests the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. Let A = (A,, A,) be a pair of Hermitian operators in @“, 
and A = A, + iA,. If A has no joint invariant subspace, then 
n.&,(A)) = C( A) ” I;‘( aW( -4)). (*) 
For n = 2, the Conjecture is true. To see this we note that A has no joint 
invariant subspaces (or, equivalently, no joint eigenvalues) precisely when 
A, A, # A, A, (see [6, Proposition lo]), that is, if A = A, + iAz is not a 
normal operator in @ ‘. In this case C(A) is an ellipse (see, e.g., [B, Section 
71) and therefore C(A) = J;l(aW( A)). Then (*) follows from Proposition 4 
below [a result of independent interest which determines a natural decompo- 
sition of W(A)]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A = (A,, A,) be a noncommuting pair of Hermi- 
tian operators in @’ and A = A, + iA,. Then &(A) = 0. Moreover, 
nhl(_K1(JWA))) = %(A) and n;l(J;‘(W( A)‘)) = Z,,(A). 
Before we establish Proposition 4, we collect some relevant facts which 
hold for all n > 1. Recall that if h E lw2 belongs to n,(&(A)) then, by 
Proposition 2, h E J; r(W( AP ). In particular, W(A)” # 0 whenever &(A) 
# 0. If A E J;‘(W(A)) and n,‘(h) C_ &(A), then we call h a regular 
value of n,. Thus, a regular value of nh necessarily lies in J;‘(W( A)” ). 
FACT 1. The set of regular values of nA is dense in J,‘(W(A)); this 
follows from Sard’s theorem [l, Theorem 3.6.31. 
FACT 2. (or 0 n,)&(A)) is dense in W(A) and is contained in W( AY ; 
cf. Fact 1. 
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FACT 3. nkX,(A)) is an open subset of R2. 
Suppose, in addition, that A, and A, have no joint eigenvalues. 
FACT 4. S(R2”> = Z,(A) U Z,(A), by Proposition 1. 
FACT 5. Z,(A) c n,‘(J;‘(W(AY >I, by Proposition 2. 
FACT 6. nil(J;‘(JW(A))) G Z,(A) by Facts 4 and 5. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Since A,A, # A, A,, it follows by [6, Proposi- 
tion lo] that Al and A2 have no joint eigenvalues. Hence, by Proposition 1, 
Z,(A) = 0. 
The numerical range map n4 is invariant under unitary transformations, 
so, after making a unitary change of basis for C2 if necessary, we may assume 
that 
1 
e1= () [I 
is an eigenvector for A = Al + iA,, so that 
A= 
a P 
[ 1 0 Y
for some complex numbers CY, P, y. Necessarily /3 # 0; otherwise A and A* 
commute and then A, A, = A, A, follows, which contradicts our assump- 
tions. The desired equalities are true iff they are true with A replaced by h A, 
for h # 0. So, replacing A by P-IA, we may assume that P = 1. Then, with 
Jv, denoting Jr 0 NA 0 Ji ‘, so that Jy,<x) = (Ax, X> for all x E C2, we have 
To simplify computations, we reduce the problem to two real dimensions. To 
do this, note that for any A E C with IAl = 1, the equalityN(CAr) =Jv,<x) 
holds for all x E C2. Any vector x = (x,, x2) in S(C2) with x2 f 0 can be 
written in the form h(lz\’ + 1)-‘/2(z, 1) for some z E C and some h E C 
such that IAl = 1, so that 
Jv,( x) =N*((lzl" + l)-1’2( z, 1)). (6) 
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If x2 = 0, then Ax = ox and so J&(X) = (Y. Moreover, we have the identi- 
ties N*({x E S(@‘) : x2 # O}) = W(A) and M*({x E S(C’) : x2 = 0)) = {(Y}. 
For each z E C, let V(Z) E @ be equal to the right-hand side of (61, in 
which case 
v(z) = a + 
iZ+y-CX 
1z12 + 1 ’ 
x E @. 
Since v takes the value a! at the point -(y - o), it is routine to check that 
v(C) =XA( S(C2)) = W(A). 
The problem thereby reduces to the calculation of the critical points of the 
map 1;’ 0 v 0 Jr by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The point h E JF’(W(A)) is a regular value of nA iflit is a 
regular value of the map J1’ 0 v 0 J1. 
Proof. Recall the complex projective line C P’ is the set of all complex 
lines in C2. It may be identified with the (compact) quotient manifold 
S(rw4>/- , where Ji’x -ji’y f or X, y E S(C2), if there exists p E @ with 
( p( = 1 such that x = py. Let r : S(G2) -+ @P1 be the projection given by 
r(x) = span{r) for x E S(@‘>, and J2 ;S([w4) + S(C’) be the restriction of 
J2 from [w4 to S(rW4>. Then ii = m 0 Jz is a submersion from S(rW4) onto 
C P’, where CP’ is considered here as a real two-dimensional manifold. 
The map Cc, : z + span{(z, 1)) maps C homeomorphically onto CP’ \ 
{spame,}}. We can interpret CP’ as a one-point compactification of Cc, in 
which the point M at infinity is given by span{e,}, so that I) is the restriction 
to C of a homeomorphism from C U {m} onto CP’. The set n-‘(m) is equal 
to 1 pe, : p E c, ( pI = 1). 
Let 5:CP1 + C be the map induced by v under this correspon- 
dence, that is, (E, 0 I))(Z) = v(z) for all I: E C, and C(span{e,}) = 
(_l1 0 nA 0 Jil)(e,> = (Y. Then n,(x) = (11’ 0 V 0 5Xx) for all x E S(rW4>. 
Because ii is a submersion, it follows that rank n;(x) = 2 iff rank F ‘(i;(x)) 
= 2 for any x E S(rW4>, where we regard 5 as a map between the real 
two-dimensional manifolds C P1 and Iw”. 
If x = (x,, x2> belongs to S(C’)\ 7r-‘(m), then for z = xiixr E @ we 
have I)(Z) = r(x) and t’(rr(x>) = (Jc’ 0 v 0 JI>‘(J~‘z>. Hence, na has 
rank 2 at J~‘x iff (J[ I 0 v 0 J1>’ has rank 2 at the correspo$ing point J; ‘2 
in 54”. It remains to check that ri’ has rank 2 at ii- r(m) = Ji ‘(me ‘(00)). Let 
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~=p~+ip,~Ch ave modulus one, whefe pl, pz E R. The tangent space 
@;V pel>lL to S(Iw4) at ( pl, 0, pz, 0) = Jc ‘( pe,) is spanned by the vectors 
(h, k) = (-up,, u, up,, u) in Iw4 as a, u, D vary in Iw. An appeal to Lemma 1 
gives 
J1(&( pl,O, pe,O)(h, k)) = (Ape,, h + ik) + (A*pe,, h + ik) 
=(p[;;],h+ik)+ (p[$z+ik) 
showing that ni necessarily has rank 2 at every such point J:‘( pe,). 
It follows that for A E J; ‘(WC A)), the derivative nX has rank 2 at every 
point in the preimage ni ‘(A) iff (J; ’ 0 v 0 J1>’ has rank 2 at every point of 
(111 0 Y-l 0 II)(A). This proves Lemma 2. n 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 4, we note that Re V(U + iv> = 
Re (Y + [U - Re(a - r)]/(u2 + o2 + 1) and Im V(U + iv) = Im (Y + 
[-u - Im(a - Y)]/(u’ + v2 + 1) for all u, v E R, and so 
X 
u2-~2+1+2uRe(a!-y) 2u[ - u + Re( LI! --y)] 1 2u[u+Im(a-y)] u2--u2-1+22)Im(a!-y) ’ 
This matrix has determinant (u2 + v2 + 1jp3(u2 + o2 - 1 - 2u Re(cu - y) 
+ 2v Im( a! - y)), and so the set of critical points of Jc’ 0 u 0 J1 is precisely 
the circle [U - Re(a - r)]’ + [u + Im(a - +y)12 = 1 + (cx - y12, i.e., the 
set of critical points of v is the circle Iz - (7$1’ = 1 + ICY - 71’. The 
map v is at most two to one, since for each a, b E Iw the preimage 
~-‘(a + ib) is the intersection of the loci Re V(U + iu> = a and Im V(U + 
iu) = b, which are distinct circles. In fact, Y takes equal values at points 
related by inversion in the circle of critical points, i.e., 
u(z) = U(W) if (W-(CX-Y))(Z-(a-7)) ‘l+la-y12. 
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This may be verified by straightforward calculation. Note also that Y((Y - r) 
= CY = V(W), corresponding to the fact that inversion in the circle inter- 
changes its center with the point 03. Let r = {z E @ : (z - (ay)12 < 1 + 
I (Y - ~1~) be the closed di SC b ounded by the set dT of critical points of Y. 
Then v(ar) n v(@ \ ar) = 0, and v is injective when restricted to each of 
the two components of Cc \ al’. 
We claim that v I dr is also injective. This can be seen most easily by 
parametrizing aT as the circle z = ((w - r) + reie where r = 
dw. Let p(B) = ~((a - 7) + reie>. Then 
p( 0) = a + re -ie[ I(G) + reiRJ2 + 11-l 
= (Y + [ei2”(a - y) + 2reiB+ (=)1-l. 
Now, if p(B) = p(e), then (eize - e”‘“)(a - y) = 2r(e”@ - eie), and so 
either eie = e’@ or (eie + e”“)(c.u - r) = -2r. But in the latter case we 
would have 2 > leie + e”‘J’l = 2rla! - y(-i > 2, which is impossible. Hence 
Y 1 ar is injective. It follows that v maps the compact set r homeomorphi- 
tally onto W( A), SO that ~07’ ) = W( AY and v(ar) = aW( A). Since dr 
is the set of critical points for u and the regular values of nA and J;’ 0 Y 0 Ji 
coincide, every point of W( Ay is a regular value of nA, that is, 
nh’(J;l(W(A)” )) E &(A). By Fact 5, the equality n,i(J;i(W(A>o )) = 
z,(A) holds; hence na’(J;l( d W( A))) = Z&A) by Fact 4. n 
REMARK 2. We note that 2,(A) = n,'(J;'(W( A)o 1) actually holds for 
any pair A = (A,, A,) of Hermitian operators in C2. Indeed, in case 
A, A, # A, A,, this is immediate from Proposition 4. If A, A, = A, A,, then 
W(A) is a line segment (possibly a single point), and so W(A)” = 0. 
Proposition 2 yields that also &(A) = nil(J;‘(W(AP )) = 0. 
The above results lead to a characterization of commutativity for pairs of 
Hermitian matrices in C2 in terms of differential properties of nA. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A = (A,, A,) be a pair of Hermitian operators in 
C2, and A = A, + iA,. Then A,A, = A,Ai ifinii(J;‘(dW(A))) + Z,(A). 
Proof. If A, A, = A, A,, then W(A) is a line segment (possibly a single 
point) and so aW( A) = W(A). Hence, n;‘(JL ‘(aW( A))) = S(R4). Since 
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n,(&,(A)) # 0, being the joint eigenvalues of A = (A,, A,), we must have 
&,(A) # 0 and so z.,(A) Z S(R4) = n,i(J;‘(dW(A))). The converse is a 
routine consequence of Proposition 4. n 
REMARK 3. 
(I) The criterion in Proposition 5, based on the differential structure of 
nA, is different to other known criteria for commutativity of Hermitian 
operators in @‘, such as those given in [3, Corollary 3.7; 6, Proposition 10; 9, 
p. 232, lo], for example. 
(II) Propositions 4 and 5 fail for n >/ 3. Indeed, consider the Hermitian 
operators 
Al 
0 0 1 0 
= [ 
0 B, 1 and A, = 1 o B, 1 
on C3, where B,, B, are the two Hermitian operators on C2 given in 
Example 1. Then W(A) = D, the closed unit disc in @, and A = (0, 1) E 
j;‘(aW(A)) is a joint eigenvalue of A. Since e, E c3 is a joint eigenvector 
of A corresponding to A, we see that x = 13 ‘(e,> E n, ‘<JT ‘( d, W( A))). By 
Proposition 1 we have ni( x) = 0 and so rank nI,(x> = 0, showing that 
x G Zc,(A). Hence, n,‘(J;‘(JW( A))) # Z:,(A). But A,A, # A, A,. This 
shows that Proposition 5 fails. Proposition 4 also fails for this example, on two 
accounts: firstly, because Z,(A) # 0, and secondly, because 
n,‘(J;‘@W(A))) Z Z,(A). Th e reason is that, for n > 3, the condition 
A,A, f A, A, no longer implies &,(A) = 0 as it does for n = 2. So it is 
natural to ask if Proposition 4 remains valid in @” if the hypothesis A, A, # 
A, A, is replaced by the stronger assumption of the Conjecture, i.e. that A, 
and A, have no (nontrivial) joint invariant subspace. 
Even this fails. Indeed, consider the pair A = (A,, A,) of Example 2, 
where n = 3. Then certainly &,(A) = 0 holds (which, for n = 3, is eguiua- 
lent to A, and A, having no joint invariant subspace). However, 
nil(JL '(dW( A))) # Z,(A), since, in the notation of Example 2, 
n,‘(Jl’(dW(A))) = S, but Ii.,(A) = S, U S, (with S, and S, nonempty 
and disjoint). This shows that Proposition 4 really is particular to n = 2. Any 
analogue to higher dimensions will probably need to involve the curves C( A). 
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